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Students continue their investigation of East Ferris’s water shortage. In Lesson 2.6, students wrote explanations of why
more rain forms over West Ferris than East Ferris, likely stating that West Ferris must be colder. This lesson begins with
a new message from Mayor McKnight, which informs students that West Ferris is not colder than East Ferris; the two
cities are typically the same temperature. This prompts students to consider the Chapter 3 Question: Why is more
water vapor getting cold over West Ferris than East Ferris? Students read a section of Water Encyclopedia and learn
that within the weather-producing part of the atmosphere, the air is colder higher up. Students continue exploring this
idea by rereading part of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears. The class then helps the teacher to create a model that shows
what happens to water vapor at different heights and temperatures. The purpose of this lesson is for students to
construct the idea that more raindrops tend to form high in the atmosphere where it is cold.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: One side of Ferris Island has a water shortage and the other does not.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Dewdrops, fog, and clouds form.
EEvvereryydaday Phenomenon:y Phenomenon: You can sometimes see your breath.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• In the part of the atmosphere where weather happens, the air is colder higher up.

• Wherever the atmosphere is cold enough, water vapor can condense.
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Students read about the troposphere in the “Water Vapor” section of Water
Encyclopedia.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce a purpoe a purposse fe for ror reeadingading WWatater Eer Encncyyclopediaclopedia.. Remind students that scientists search for information in
reference books to help them answer questions. Explain that students will work in pairs to find information about
temperatures in the atmosphere in Water Encyclopedia.

2. D2. Deesignatsignate pe partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Direct students to read pages 44–45, “Water Vapor,” in Water Encyclopedia.

33. Giv. Give pe partnerartners time ts time to ro reead.ad. Encourage students to discuss their ideas with their partners as they read. Circulate while
students read.

44. Dis. Discuscuss “Ws “Watater Ver Vaporapor."."

Accept all responses. If students do not bring up the relationship between temperature and height in the atmosphere,
prompt them with the following question:

Remind students that the troposphere is part of the atmosphere.

55. Intr. Introducoduce the Ine the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

1

2
READING

Reading About the
Atmosphere

3 4 5

Reading About the Atmosphere
15
MIN

What did you find out about temperatures in the atmosphere?

Is the temperature the same in all parts of the atmosphere?
[No, the troposphere is colder higher up.]

We read that part of the atmosphere is colder higher up and that water vapor condenses high up in the
atmosphere, but scientists and engineers don’t just gather information from one place — they look at
information from multiple sources. Let’s continue gathering information about these ideas.
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Solicit initial ideas from students. Accept all responses.

Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note:e: TTrropoopospherspheree andand AAtmotmospherspheree
In this chapter, students learn that water vapor condenses as it moves higher to where the atmosphere is colder. This
idea helps students explain why more rain forms over West Ferris than East Ferris. Though students use the term
atmosphere throughout the unit, the lowest layer of the atmosphere, where weather occurs, is called the troposphere.
Therefore, when students explain that water vapor condenses higher in the atmosphere, they are actually explaining
that water vapor condenses high in the troposphere, which is relatively low in the atmosphere. Although students read
about the troposphere in Water Encyclopedia, they are not expected to use the term troposphere. We opted for this
simplification to limit the number of complex ideas students are expected to learn in this unit. If you feel it would be
useful for your students, spend a little more time discussing page 45 of Water Encyclopedia where this idea is
explained.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: The Re: The Relationship Belationship Betetwween Teen Temperemperaturature and Altitudee and Altitude
Some students may think that the temperature of the atmosphere is the same everywhere. In reality, the troposphere
has a temperature gradient: the highest temperature is at Earth’s surface and the lowest temperature is at the
boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere, the next layer of the atmosphere. Understanding the
temperature gradient of the troposphere is essential for this unit as it explains how mountains can affect the amount of
condensation and rain (i.e., when mountains redirect water vapor upwards, the water vapor moves to a colder part of
the troposphere, allowing for condensation to occur). The energy that heats up Earth’s atmosphere comes from solar
radiation, which gets absorbed by Earth’s surface. In this case, heat energy is radiated from Earth’s surface into the
cooler air immediately above the surface. The radiation of heat from the surface dissipates over distance into the
atmosphere, accounting for the troposphere being warmer at the surface of the Earth than at higher altitudes. Another
cause for the temperature gradient in the troposphere is that the density of gases in the troposphere decreases with
height. In other words, the atmosphere gets thinner at higher altitudes. The less matter there is in the atmosphere, the
cooler it is. So it is cooler higher up in the troposphere.

Now that we know that in the part of the atmosphere where weather happens, it is colder higher up, let’s
investigate the question Where in the atmosphere does water vapor condense?

Lesson 3.1
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Students reread a section of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears, focusing on where and
why water vapor condenses.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the re the reeading tading task.ask. Hold up a copy of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears and explain that pairs will reread a few pages
from the book to search for information about places where water vapor condenses and why it condenses in those
places.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagees 4s 48–48–499.. Have students turn to page 48, Rereading Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears:
Condensation Examples, in the Investigation Notebook. Review the instructions.

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears to each pair of students.

44. Giv. Give se studenttudents time ts time to ro reead while cad while calling on gralling on groupoups ts to obo obsserervve the Ce the Condensondensation in the Aation in the Atmotmosphersphere modelse models.. As pairs
are reading, call two students at a time to come up and observe the models with hand lenses. Prompt them to notice
the differences between the models.

55. Dis. Discuscuss ts teextxtss.. Regain attention and discuss how the ideas in Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears align with ideas in Water
Encyclopedia.

1 2 3

4
READING

Reading More About Water
Vapor

5

Reading More About Water
Vapor

20
MIN

What was the big idea about the atmosphere that you got from reading Water Encyclopedia?
[The atmosphere is colder higher up.]

What did you find out about where water vapor condenses in Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears?
[Water vapor sometimes condenses high up in the atmosphere and sometimes condenses on or near the
ground.]

In the examples in Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears, when did water vapor condense on or near the ground?
[At night when it was cold or on cold days.]
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Re Support: Rececorording Notding Notees About the As About the Atmotmosphersphere Modelse Models
You may want to point out the option for students to record notes on page 50, Condensation in the Atmosphere Models,
in their notebooks. This may help students remember what they observed when it was their turn to look at the models.
If you have students complete this optional page, be sure to emphasize that the point is not to make an extremely
detailed drawing or to write a long description, but to take simple notes that will help them remember their
observations.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Re: Receconciling Altonciling Alternaternate Ce Conconceptions About Teptions About Temperemperaturaturee
Students may have a hard time believing that there is a standard gradient of temperature in the atmosphere.
Experiences with and knowledge of temperature varying drastically in different places on Earth may cause them to
question the idea that there are similar patterns of temperature in the atmosphere all around Earth. There are indeed
regional differences at Earth’s surface that result from myriad factors, such as latitude, proximity to a large body of
water, time of day, and season. However, with a few exceptions, the air nearer Earth’s surface is warmer than the air
above it. To support students in understanding this uniformity around Earth, you could show students images of
mountain ranges from different locations around the world and point out that on all of these mountains there’s often
snow high up.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Whe: Why Ry Raindraindropops Ofts Often Fen Form High Up in the Aorm High Up in the Atmotmospherspheree
In this unit, students focus on the colder temperature high up in the atmosphere as a cause for increased condensation
and raindrop formation. As air rises, the temperature decreases, which results in water vapor condensing. Though we
sometimes get clouds low to the ground due to temperature differences, the formation of clouds high up is common
due to the temperature gradient from the surface to the upper troposphere. That said, temperature is not the only thing
that affects raindrop formation. For raindrops to form, the small liquid drops that form clouds must aggregate into
larger drops until they are large enough that the force of gravity overcomes the upward force of rising air. The amount of
condensation is one factor in how likely small drops are to aggregate: more small drops mean more aggregation. The
wind also plays a role: the windier it is, the more likely small drops are to run into each other. It is typically windier higher
up in the atmosphere, which also contributes to rain falling more often from clouds high up in the atmosphere.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rerereeading fading for a Por a Purpourpossee
Returning to a familiar text serves a variety of purposes. Rereading can help students recall important information as
well observe things they did not notice during their first read. Revisiting Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears allows students to
focus on where and why water vapor condenses. This reinforces the key concept that water vapor condenses when it
gets cold, and emphasizes that this happens most high up in the atmosphere, while also validating and explaining

Even though it sometimes gets cold near the ground, it is colder higher up in the atmosphere.

Lesson 3.1
Activity 4
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experiences that students may have had in which water vapor condensed near Earth’s surface (e.g., fog). This helps to
address any confusion that students might have as they try to reconcile what they learn about water vapor condensing
high up in the atmosphere with contrasting real-life experiences.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
RRerereeadingading DDrinking Cleoprinking Cleopatratra’a’s Ts Teeararss: Wher: Where De Doeoes Ws Watater Ver Vapor Capor Condensondense?e? (pages 48–49)

RRoow 1w 1
Dewdrops (page 10)/ On the ground./ It’s cold at night.

RRoow 2w 2
Seeing your breath (page 11)/ Near the ground; At head height./ It’s a cold day.

RRoow 3w 3
Fog (page 12)/ Near the ground./ Sometimes it gets cold near the ground.

RRoow 4w 4
Clouds (pages 12–13)/ High up in the atmosphere./ It’s colder higher up.

What is similar about the examples of water vapor condensing?
Water vapor condenses because it gets cold.

What is different about the examples of water vapor condensing?
The water vapor condenses in different places. The water vapor condenses in those places at different times (dew drops
form overnight; breath condenses on cold days; fog forms every once in a while when it’s cold near the ground).

Where is water vapor most likely to condense? Why do you think so?
Water vapor is most likely to condense high up in the atmosphere because it is always cold high in the atmosphere.
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The Earth System—Lesson 3.148

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

1. Read pages 10–13 in Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears.
2. For each example, record where and why the water vapor condensed.
3. Answer the questions on the next page.

Example of water 
vapor condensing

Where did the water 
vapor condense?

Why did it condense 
there?

Dewdrops 
(page 10)

Seeing your breath 
(page 11)

Fog 
(page 12)

Clouds 
(pages 12–13)

Rereading Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears: 
Condensation Examples

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



The Earth System—Lesson 3.1 49

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

What is similar about the examples of water vapor condensing?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What is different about the examples of water vapor condensing?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Where is water vapor most likely to condense? Why do you think so?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Rereading Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears: 
Condensation Examples (continued)

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read about the troposphere in the “Water Vapor” section of Water
Encyclopedia.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce a purpoe a purposse fe for ror reeadingading WWatater Eer Encncyyclopediaclopedia.. Remind students that scientists search for information in
reference books to help them answer questions. Explain that students will work in pairs to find information about
temperatures in the atmosphere in Water Encyclopedia.

2. D2. Deesignatsignate pe partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Direct students to read pages 44–45, “Water Vapor,” in Water Encyclopedia.

33. Giv. Give pe partnerartners time ts time to ro reead.ad. Encourage students to discuss their ideas with their partners as they read. Circulate while
students read.

44. Dis. Discuscuss “Ws “Watater Ver Vaporapor."."

Accept all responses. If students do not bring up the relationship between temperature and height in the atmosphere,
prompt them with the following question:

Remind students that the troposphere is part of the atmosphere.

55. Intr. Introducoduce the Ine the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

1

2
READING

Reading About the
Atmosphere

3 4 5

Reading About the Atmosphere
15
MIN

¿Qué averiguaron sobre las temperaturas en la atmósfera?

¿La temperatura es la misma en todas las partes de la atmósfera?
[No, la troposfera es más fría a mayor altura].

Leímos que parte de la atmósfera es más fría a mayor altura y que el vapor de agua se condensa en lo alto en la
atmósfera, pero los científicos y los ingenieros no sólo reúnen información de un lugar, sino que observan
información de múltiples fuentes. Continuemos reuniendo información sobre estas ideas.
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Solicit initial ideas from students. Accept all responses.

Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note:e: TTrropoopospherspheree andand AAtmotmospherspheree
In this chapter, students learn that water vapor condenses as it moves higher to where the atmosphere is colder. This
idea helps students explain why more rain forms over West Ferris than East Ferris. Though students use the term
atmosphere throughout the unit, the lowest layer of the atmosphere, where weather occurs, is called the troposphere.
Therefore, when students explain that water vapor condenses higher in the atmosphere, they are actually explaining
that water vapor condenses high in the troposphere, which is relatively low in the atmosphere. Although students read
about the troposphere in Water Encyclopedia, they are not expected to use the term troposphere. We opted for this
simplification to limit the number of complex ideas students are expected to learn in this unit. If you feel it would be
useful for your students, spend a little more time discussing page 45 of Water Encyclopedia where this idea is
explained.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: The Re: The Relationship Belationship Betetwween Teen Temperemperaturature and Altitudee and Altitude
Some students may think that the temperature of the atmosphere is the same everywhere. In reality, the troposphere
has a temperature gradient: the highest temperature is at Earth’s surface and the lowest temperature is at the
boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere, the next layer of the atmosphere. Understanding the
temperature gradient of the troposphere is essential for this unit as it explains how mountains can affect the amount of
condensation and rain (i.e., when mountains redirect water vapor upwards, the water vapor moves to a colder part of
the troposphere, allowing for condensation to occur). The energy that heats up Earth’s atmosphere comes from solar
radiation, which gets absorbed by Earth’s surface. In this case, heat energy is radiated from Earth’s surface into the
cooler air immediately above the surface. The radiation of heat from the surface dissipates over distance into the
atmosphere, accounting for the troposphere being warmer at the surface of the Earth than at higher altitudes. Another
cause for the temperature gradient in the troposphere is that the density of gases in the troposphere decreases with
height. In other words, the atmosphere gets thinner at higher altitudes. The less matter there is in the atmosphere, the
cooler it is. So it is cooler higher up in the troposphere.

Ahora que sabemos que en la parte de la atmósfera donde ocurren las condiciones atmosféricas es más frío a
mayor altura, investiguemos la pregunta ¿En qué parte de la atmósfera se condensa el vapor de agua?

Lesson 3.1
Activity 2
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Students reread a section of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears, focusing on where and
why water vapor condenses.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the re the reeading tading task.ask. Hold up a copy of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears and explain that pairs will reread a few pages
from the book to search for information about places where water vapor condenses and why it condenses in those
places.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagees 4s 48–48–499.. Have students turn to page 48, Rereading Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears:
Condensation Examples, in the Investigation Notebook. Review the instructions.

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears to each pair of students.

44. Giv. Give se studenttudents time ts time to ro reead while cad while calling on gralling on groupoups ts to obo obsserervve the Ce the Condensondensation in the Aation in the Atmotmosphersphere modelse models.. As pairs
are reading, call two students at a time to come up and observe the models with hand lenses. Prompt them to notice
the differences between the models.

55. Dis. Discuscuss ts teextxtss.. Regain attention and discuss how the ideas in Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears align with ideas in Water
Encyclopedia.

1 2 3

4
READING

Reading More About Water
Vapor

5

Reading More About Water
Vapor

20
MIN

¿Cuál fue la gran idea sobre la atmósfera que obtuvieron al leer Enciclopedia del agua?
[La atmósfera es más fría a mayor altura].

¿Qué averiguaron acerca de dónde se condensa el vapor de agua en Beber las lágrimas de Cleopatra?
[El vapor de agua a veces se condensa en lo alto en la atmósfera y a veces se condensa en o cerca del suelo].

En los ejemplos de Beber las lágrimas de Cleopatra, ¿cuándo se condensó el vapor de agua en o cerca del suelo?
[En la noche cuando estaba frío o en días fríos].

The Earth System
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Re Support: Rececorording Notding Notees About the As About the Atmotmosphersphere Modelse Models
You may want to point out the option for students to record notes on page 50, Condensation in the Atmosphere Models,
in their notebooks. This may help students remember what they observed when it was their turn to look at the models.
If you have students complete this optional page, be sure to emphasize that the point is not to make an extremely
detailed drawing or to write a long description, but to take simple notes that will help them remember their
observations.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Re: Receconciling Altonciling Alternaternate Ce Conconceptions About Teptions About Temperemperaturaturee
Students may have a hard time believing that there is a standard gradient of temperature in the atmosphere.
Experiences with and knowledge of temperature varying drastically in different places on Earth may cause them to
question the idea that there are similar patterns of temperature in the atmosphere all around Earth. There are indeed
regional differences at Earth’s surface that result from myriad factors, such as latitude, proximity to a large body of
water, time of day, and season. However, with a few exceptions, the air nearer Earth’s surface is warmer than the air
above it. To support students in understanding this uniformity around Earth, you could show students images of
mountain ranges from different locations around the world and point out that on all of these mountains there’s often
snow high up.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Whe: Why Ry Raindraindropops Ofts Often Fen Form High Up in the Aorm High Up in the Atmotmospherspheree
In this unit, students focus on the colder temperature high up in the atmosphere as a cause for increased condensation
and raindrop formation. As air rises, the temperature decreases, which results in water vapor condensing. Though we
sometimes get clouds low to the ground due to temperature differences, the formation of clouds high up is common
due to the temperature gradient from the surface to the upper troposphere. That said, temperature is not the only thing
that affects raindrop formation. For raindrops to form, the small liquid drops that form clouds must aggregate into
larger drops until they are large enough that the force of gravity overcomes the upward force of rising air. The amount of
condensation is one factor in how likely small drops are to aggregate: more small drops mean more aggregation. The
wind also plays a role: the windier it is, the more likely small drops are to run into each other. It is typically windier higher
up in the atmosphere, which also contributes to rain falling more often from clouds high up in the atmosphere.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Rerereeading fading for a Por a Purpourpossee
Returning to a familiar text serves a variety of purposes. Rereading can help students recall important information as
well observe things they did not notice during their first read. Revisiting Drinking Cleopatra’s Tears allows students to
focus on where and why water vapor condenses. This reinforces the key concept that water vapor condenses when it
gets cold, and emphasizes that this happens most high up in the atmosphere, while also validating and explaining

Aunque a veces se pone más frío cerca del suelo, es más frío a mayor altura en la atmósfera.

Lesson 3.1
Activity 4
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experiences that students may have had in which water vapor condensed near Earth’s surface (e.g., fog). This helps to
address any confusion that students might have as they try to reconcile what they learn about water vapor condensing
high up in the atmosphere with contrasting real-life experiences.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
RRerereeadingading DDrinking Cleoprinking Cleopatratra’a’s Ts Teeararss: Wher: Where De Doeoes Ws Watater Ver Vapor Capor Condensondense?e? (pages 48–49)

RRoow 1w 1
Dewdrops (page 10)/ On the ground./ It’s cold at night.

RRoow 2w 2
Seeing your breath (page 11)/ Near the ground; At head height./ It’s a cold day.

RRoow 3w 3
Fog (page 12)/ Near the ground./ Sometimes it gets cold near the ground.

RRoow 4w 4
Clouds (pages 12–13)/ High up in the atmosphere./ It’s colder higher up.

What is similar about the examples of water vapor condensing?
Water vapor condenses because it gets cold.

What is different about the examples of water vapor condensing?
The water vapor condenses in different places. The water vapor condenses in those places at different times (dew drops
form overnight; breath condenses on cold days; fog forms every once in a while when it’s cold near the ground).

Where is water vapor most likely to condense? Why do you think so?
Water vapor is most likely to condense high up in the atmosphere because it is always cold high in the atmosphere.

The Earth System
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48

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

El sistema Tierra—Lección 3.1

1. Lee las páginas 10 a 13 de Beber las lágrimas de Cleopatra.
2. Para cada ejemplo, apunta dónde y por qué se condensó el vapor de agua.
3. Responde las preguntas en la página siguiente.

Ejemplo de la 
condensación del 
vapor de agua

¿Dónde se condensó  
el vapor de agua?

¿Por qué se  
condensó ahí?

Gotas de rocío
(página 10)

Ver tu aliento
(página 11)

Niebla
(página 12)

Nubes
(páginas 12 a 13)

Volver a leer Beber las lágrimas de Cleopatra:  
ejemplos de condensación

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

El sistema Tierra—Lección 3.1

¿Cuáles son las semejanzas entre los ejemplos de la condensación del vapor 
de agua?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre los ejemplos de la condensación del vapor 
de agua?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿En dónde es más probable que se condense el vapor de agua? ¿Por qué 
piensas eso?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Volver a leer Beber las lágrimas de Cleopatra:  
ejemplos de condensación (continuación)

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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